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Jeremy Webb performs in his one-man showing of A Christmas Carol.

If only music had been quieter

There was only one fly in the zesty soup concocted by Jeremy Webb, composer Scott Macmillan, conductor Shalom Bard and
Symphony Nova Scotia for Friday’s and Saturday’s Retro Pops concert in the Cohn.

A professional Brit-panto audience-charmer and one of the best character actors in the country, if not the continent, Webb was fast
on his feet, nimble-witted and superbly comic as Ebeneezer Scrooge, and just about everybody else, in his one-man presentation of
Charles Dickens’ A Christmas Carol.

Dickens’ indestructible 168-year-old tale of the power of Christmas to transmute a desperately unhappy miser into a hysterical
philanthropist could not have been in better hands.

Webb’s ability to inflect the spoken word with a brief, incisive physical gesture that subtly conveys all its wit and salty character right
to the very last row of the Cohn balcony, played delightful havoc with his broad, farcical, panto style for the blissed-out audience.

The British "panto"— or pantomime — originated with the Italian Commedia dell’Arte street theatre of the Middle Ages. It evolved by
the end of the 19th century into the British music hall style, which, like American vaudeville, inflected traditional stories with slapstick
humour and addressed the audience directly as Ricky Gervais does in Extras with his challenging, "Are you having a laugh?"

Getting the audience to participate is full of imagined terrors for theatre-goers, who find it almost impossibly intimidating to exchange
the secure anonymity of a theatre seat in the dark for the bright exposure of the stage. Webb’s skilful easing of that terror allowed a
man in the second or third row to impersonate the character of the little boy whom Scrooge addresses in the street.

Calling the volunteer a "terrifically good sport," Webb created an instant straight man for his comedy, working him almost seamlessly
into the final part of the story when Scrooge provides the Cratchit family with Christmas dinner.

Macmillan’s music was both clever and mood-changing. All of it was derived from Christmas carols we all know. It served both as
underscoring and intermezzo-ish straight arrangements of carols like Hark the Herald Angel’s Sing, Adeste Fidelis, Angels We Have
Heard on High and O Tannenbaum. He also threw in an unacknowledged quote of haunting passages from the Coventry Carol.

Now for the fly in the soup.

The accompaniment was often too loud, not just running under Webb’s monologue but completely obliterating whole words and
phrases.
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